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Abstract�A new �D ray tracing simulator for EM propa�
gation prediction in an urban environment is described� The
new features are that no practical restrictions are imposed

on the pro�le of the cross section connecting the transmit�
ter to the receiver and that each surface is characterized
by its own value for the surface impedance� also� second or�

der di�raction coe	cients for impedance wedges are used to
allow for arbitrary values of the heights of both antennas�

Comparisons with other methods and numerical results are
presented�
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I� Introduction

T
HE topic of electromagnetic propagation inside urban
environments is of great interest for wireless commu�

nications not only in well developed urban areas� but also
in areas under development where the use of radio com�
munication is cheaper than the installation of copper wire
and �ber optics links� Earlier propagation models for ra�
dio communications were developed for long distances and
obstacles were characterized as knife edges� Then multiple
di�raction models were introduced to study the e�ects of
many obstacles ��	� but due to the di
culties of the numer�
ical evaluation of the integrals that appear in the formula�
tion of the problem� it was not possible to come up with a
closed form expression ��	� Some authors extended the idea
of using knife edge models to study urban environments
����	 and the propagation phenomena were considered as
di�raction past multiple screens� Furthermore� it became
possible ���	 to develop ray tracing models that account
not only for di�ractions but also for re�ections�
Ray tracing models such as the one developed herein are

superior to knife�edge models because the former can ac�
count for a detailed geometrical description of the environ�
ment� examples are found in ������	� Ray tracing models
have been proposed for both three�dimensional and two�
dimensional environments� Three�dimensional ray tracing
models are usually of the kind referred to as Shooting and
Bouncing Rays �SBR� methods� because each trajectory is
traced� starting from the transmitter� and followed until
an interaction occurs� The interaction is either a re�ection
from a surface or a di�raction at an edge� The analysis
of a ray trajectory is concluded when either the ray passes
close enough to the receiver or its distance from the receiver
increases steadily� There is an important consideration re�
lated to SBR models� Any time a ray is incident on an
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edge� a cone of di�racted rays is created� Therefore� track�
ing all rays that undergo di�raction is not computationally
possible� unless empirical assumptions are introduced to
select some di�racted rays among those belonging to the
di�raction cone� As a consequence� all SBR models are
not capable of satisfying the law of edge di�raction without
making additional assumptions that are not well grounded
on physical principles� The great majority� if not all� of
the contributions to three�dimensional ray tracing methods
are limited by such assumptions� except for the work pre�
sented in ���	 where rays are backtracked from the receiver
to the transmitter� The latter is equivalent to specifying
the positions of both transmitter and receiver and �nding
the trajectories connecting the two antennas� which is the
approach taken in this paper� Two�dimensional ray trac�
ing models are of two kinds� vertical plane models �i�e��
rays propagate over the rooftops of buildings� and horizon�
tal plane models �i�e�� rays propagate around buildings��
Two�dimensional models are still under investigations� as
evidenced by ��	� ���	� ��	� With this paper� the authors
provide new contributions to the area of vertical plane sim�
ulators for propagation in urban environments in terms of�
� a ray tracing algorithm that accounts for an arbitrary
pro�le for the buildings�
� a propagation model that applies to arbitrary heights of
both transmitter and receiver antennas�
� introducing impedance surfaces to electrically character�
ize the scatterers� and
� introducing second order di�raction coe
cients for
impedance wedges�
To the best of the authors� knowledge� no previous work

has considered the use of second order di�raction coe
�
cients for impedance wedges� The authors use them here
to avoid the discontinuity of the �elds at grazing aspects of
incidence and observation� Speci�cally� this use deals with
arbitrary values of antenna heights�

Fig� �� Simple and complicated buildings�

In Section II� the assumptions for the development of
the new algorithm are given� while the algorithm for the
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determination of ray paths is explained in Section III� Sec�
tion IV deals with the mathematical models for re�ection�
di�raction and free space propagation that are used to com�
pute the attenuation of the �eld� Section V explains why
knife edge models may be inappropriate for urban environ�
ments� Section VI motivates the advantages of the use of
second order di�raction coe
cients� Section VII presents a
validation of this method by making a comparison with the
method of the parabolic equation� with measurements� and
the method of Zhang� In Section VIII a numerical example
is discussed�

II� Assumptions for the �D simulator

This new two�dimensional simulator analyzes the path
loss experienced by electromagnetic waves that propagate
through the obstacles of an urban environment using ray�
tracing methods� Because it is a two�dimensional simula�
tor� only the trajectories that are contained in a vertical
plane passing through the transmitter and the receiver are
considered� In addition� it is assumed that the vertical
plane is normally incident on the walls of the buildings
between the antennas� The pro�le of the obstacles that
are cut by the vertical plane is represented by a polygonal
line� so that both variations of the height of the terrain
and complex building shapes� such as the one of Fig� �� are
taken into account� The new algorithm introduced into
this simulator calculates all the rays that propagate along
a vertical plane from the transmitter to the receiver� ne�
glecting any backscattered ray �with one exception� to be
discussed later��

Re�ections can occur either on the terrain or along build�
ing surfaces� Di�ractions are calculated using the Uniform
Theory of Di�raction �UTD� and its extensions designed to
account for scattering by impedance wedges� Each segment
of the polygonal pro�le is associated with its own value of
surface impedance so that varying electrical characteristics
�boundary conditions� for both terrain and building sur�
faces are accounted for�

Tx

B

C

Rx

A

Fig� 	� City Pro�le�

III� �D model for ray tracing propagation

The two�dimensional simulator starts the analysis of the
polygonal pro�le by looking for a line of sight �LOS� path
between Tx and Rx� However� in practice the situations
that are most likely to occur are similar to the one shown

Fig� � Example of a subinterval�

in Fig� �� where both variations in buildings and terrain
height must be considered�

B

C

Tx

R

Fig� �� Backpropagating rays�

The �rst step in the automatic generation of all the tra�
jectories consists in �nding the shortest path connecting
Tx to Rx� This is accomplished by imagining a ribbon
stretched on the top of the buildings so that� in the ex�
ample of Fig� �� the straight�line subpaths are� Tx � A�
A � B� B � C� C � Rx� At this point it is worth not�
ing that all the rays generated at Tx have to pass through
point A in order to reach Rx� Points B and C behave
similarly to point A� Whatever happens between A and B
is independent of what happens between B and C� so the
propagation process is summarized in the following way�

� All rays generated at Tx go to A�
� All ray paths reaching A go to B either directly or by
di�raction�re�ection on the obstacles between A and B�
� The same process applies between B and C�
� FinallyRx is reached from C either directly or by further
di�raction and re�ection�

The subsequent step is the study of each subinterval�
so that all the ray paths going from the extreme left to
the right are found� see Fig� � as an example� Inside each
subinterval the algorithm checks whether any di�racting
edge contributes to the creation of a path between the ex�
tremes of the subinterval� If so� it is taken into account� As
an exception to what stated before� there is one situation
when backscattered rays are considered and is depicted in
Fig� ��

The ray path Tx � R � C might provide �especially if
R lies on a strongly re�ecting surface� a strong contribution
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Fig� �� A practical example�

to the �eld impinging on C because it only undergoes one
re�ection� therefore it is considered� For the same reason�
Tx � B � C is also taken into account� All the infor�
mation about the subpaths is stored in a visibility graph�
so that by reading it one can actually reconstruct all ray
trajectories� A simpli�ed example of a pro�le is shown in
Fig� � and the corresponding visibility graph is given in
Fig� ��
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Fig� �� Visibility Graph�

IV� Mathematical Models

The transmitter may be either a line source whose
strength at a distance � from it is�

E��� �
e�jk�p

�
� ���

or a point source of strength�

E��� �
e�jk�

�
� ���

where k is the wavevector� Once a ray leaves the transmit�
ter� there are two mechanisms that change the direction of
propagation of a ray� re�ection and di�raction� Re�ections
are accounted for by using the re�ection coe
cient for an
impedance plane�

R �
sin�� � sin �

sin�� � sin �
� ���

where �� is the angle between the surface and the incidence
direction� and � is a parameter related to the normalized

surface impedance � by�

sin � �

�
��� for soft boundary
� for hard boundary

� ���

In this two�dimensional simulator� di�raction is only caused
by impedance wedges� Two kinds of di�raction mecha�
nisms are considered� di�raction by simple wedges and
di�raction by double wedges� Di�raction by simple wedges
is computed using the coe
cients reported in ���	� ���	�
Those coe
cients apply to a plane wave perpendicularly
incident on the edge of a wedge� however� they are used
here for cylindrical and spherical wave incidence assuming
that the incoming wave is locally plane when it reaches the
edge� This assumption is approximately satis�ed when�
ever the number of wavelengths between the source and
the di�racting edge is large at the frequencies normally
used for cellular communications inside cities� Therefore�
the parameter L that appears in the formulation ���	 is re�
placed with the UTD distance parameter that applies� for
normal incidence� to cylindrical and spherical wavefronts�
i�e��

L �
���

�� ��
� ���

where the symbols are explained in Fig� �� In the particular
case of a wedge made of a perfect electrical conductor �pec��
the coe
cients given in ���	� ���	 reduce to the well known
UTD coe
cients reported in ��	�

observation source

0 face
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Fig� �� Geometry for single impedance wedge di�raction�

Situations where both source and observation points are
aligned with the common face of the double wedge� such
as points Tx� Q� P and Rx in Fig� ��� deserve special at�
tention� In fact� it is known ���	 that the di�raction coef�
�cient for a double wedge structure is not the product of
two �rst order di�raction coe
cients when one edge is in
the transition zone of the other edge� Therefore� in order
to retain the UTD approach� the use of a double wedge
di�raction coe
cient is required� In this way� all geome�
tries with di�racting edges that are aligned with source and
observation� such as those arising from arbitrary values of
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antenna heights� are properly considered� Note that other
authors have used an approach that combines UTD with
physical optics ��	� or UTD augmented with slope di�rac�
tion ���	� in this paper� only double wedge di�raction is
considered to evaluate di�raction in the transition zones�
In the literature� there are at least two di�erent ways of ex�
pressing double�di�racted �elds� one by Manara et al� ���	
and the other by Herman and Volakis ���	� After a detailed
study of the numerical behavior of both expressions� we
concluded that the one proposed by Herman and Volakis
was numerically preferable� Referring to Fig� �� Herman
and Volakis derived an expression for the �eld ud������ ���
di�racted �rst by edge �� then by edge �� where �� and
�� are the incidence and observation aspects� respectively�
Therefore� a double di�raction coe
cient DII was derived
by writing expression ���� of ���	 in the following form�

ud������ ��� � DII���� ��� n�m�w� k�
exp��jkw�p

w

exp��jk��p
�
���

where n is the exterior wedge angle parameter at edge ��
m is the exterior wedge angle parameter at edge �� w is
the length of the common face� and k is the wavenumber�
In the particular case of a double wedge made of a perfect
electric conductor� the di�raction coe
cients were taken
from ���	� ���	�
The next step in the new simulator consists in the evalu�

ation of the attenuation of the �eld due to the presence of
obstacles� Let E�Tx� and E�Rx� be the electric �eld at the
transmitter and receiver location� respectively� The overall
electric �eld is the superposition of all the contributions
due to the N paths at the receiver�

E�Rx� �

NX
i
�

Ei�Rx� � ���

For each path i an attenuation factor is introduced in the
following way�

Ai �
Ei�Rx�

E�Tx�
� ���

so that the overall attenuation factor is�

A �
NX
i
�

Ai ���

and ��� can be rewritten as�

E�Rx� �

NX
i
�

AiE�Tx� � E�Tx�A � ���

Each attenuation Ai is computed considering the contri�
bution from free space propagation� �rst and second order
di�raction coe
cients at wedges� and re�ections� its math�
ematical expression is�

Ai �

LiY
l
�

ail

MiY
m
�

D
�I�
im

NiY
n
�

D
�II�
in

PiY
p
�

Rip � ����

where�
� ail is the free space propagation due to the subpath l
along path i�

� D
�I�
im is the �rst order di�raction coe
cient due to the

edge m along path i�

� D
�II�
in is the second order di�raction coe
cient due to the

double wedge n along path i�
� Rip is the re�ection coe
cient due to the surface p en�
countered along path i�
� Li� Mi� Ni� Pi are� respectively� the number of free
space propagation subpaths� single impedance wedges�
double impedance wedges and re�ecting surfaces encoun�
tered along path i�
It is worth noting that each di�raction and re�ection coef�
�cient is a function of both incidence and di�raction angles
as well as of the values of the surface impedance� All these
factors are accounted for in the computer code� Additional
details are found in ���	�

V� Comparison with knife edge models

In this section� it is shown that an improvement is made
by modeling obstacles with double wedges� instead of us�
ing knife edges� which are found in previous works ����	�
The advantages of the double wedge approximation have
already been introduced by these authors in ���	� The im�
provement brought with the double wedge approximation
is demonstrated in a twofold way� �� by comparing the
overall attenuation for the double wedge and knife edge
approximations� and �� by computing the attenuation ver�
sus delay diagram for the two approximations� Referring to
Fig� �� where buildings are modeled using double wedges�
the comparison is developed by computing the attenuation
A �given by ���� for the double wedge approximation and
di�erent possible knife edge approximations obtained by
replacing each building of Fig� � with�
A� A knife edge that is located at the left wall of the build�
ing� see Fig� ��
B� A knife edge that is located at the right wall of the
building�
C� A knife edge that is located at the center of the build�
ing� and
D� Two knife edges� one in correspondence of the left wall
and the other one in correspondence of the right wall�
All knife edges have the same height of the building that

they approximate� It is worth noting that choices A� and
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Fig� �� Pro�le for buildings approximated using double wedges�
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Fig� �
� Pro�le for buildings approximated using knife edges located
in correspondence of the left walls of the buildings of Fig� ��

B� violate the reciprocity principle� since if Tx is switched
with Rx the new situation is not reciprocal of the previ�
ous one� An automatic ray tracing for the pro�le shown
in Fig� � was carried out and the receiver height was var�
ied from A to B at small increments of 	�� each� The
results for perfect electrical conductor buildings and hard
boundary are shown in Fig� ���
One may notice that for large values of the antenna

height the attenuation appears to settle at � �dB� This
is due to an LOS condition which is dominant� however
one should keep in mind that there always is an attenu�
ation due to free space propagation and ��dB is not a
limiting value� Approximations D and E are close to each
other when the height of Rx exceeds �	� however� in the
range of heights between �	 and �	 all the knife edge
approximations give an attenuation which is smaller com�
pared to the double wedge approximation� This is due to
the fact that� according to the kind of knife edge approx�
imation �i�e� knife edge at the left� center or right of the
building� the path between Tx and Rx might be considered

in LOS even though it actually is not� as shown in Fig� ���
where it is depicted what happens when the receiver height
corresponds to ��	�
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Fig� �	� LOS condition�

It is worth pointing out that knife edge models usually
neglect re�ections and they are likely to yield incorrect re�
sults in terms of the intensity of the �eld received at an�
tenna locations close to building walls�
The second comparison is carried out by analyzing the

graph of the attenuation associated with each ray trajec�
tory versus its delay time �i�e� the time it takes to a signal
to propagate from Tx to Rx� for a �xed value of the receiver
height� The attenuation versus delay diagrams are shown
in Fig� �� and in Fig� �� for the knife edge model and the
double wedge model� respectively�
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Fig� �� Attenuation versus delay for the knife edge model�

All knife edge approximations give similar diagrams
and� therefore� only one is considered here� Keeping in
mind that this is a theoretical comparison between two�
dimensional models and that some of the attenuation val�
ues may be too large to be measured� it is instructive to ob�
serve that the number of multipath components that reach
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Fig� ��� Attenuation versus delay for the double wedge building
model� pro�le of Fig� ��

Rx is larger in the case of the double wedge approximation�
This larger number of multipath components comes from
allowing into the computation of the trajectories both re�
�ections from the rooftop of buildings and from the terrain�

In particular� it is apparent that some multipath compo�
nents that undergo a larger delay may have a smaller path
loss than others that require a shorter time to propagate
towards Rx� This last observation is important to deter�
mine the maximum delay time� For example� from Fig� ��
it appears that the maximum delay is about �ns� whereas
Fig� �� shows that �due to other possible multipath compo�
nents� the maximum delay is about �ns� The maximum
delay time is an important parameter for digital communi�
cations where it is strictly related to the bit transmission
rate�

VI� Importance of the second order diffraction

mechanism

The use of a di�raction mechanism up to the second or�
der allows the two�dimensional simulator to deal with arbi�
trary values of antenna heights� More speci�cally� the two�
dimensional simulator can be applied to antenna heights
above� near� and below the average building height because
the second order di�raction coe
cients graciously account
for the appropriate behavior near the transition zones� In
this section� an example of an antenna crossing the tran�
sition zone is carefully examined� Fig� �� shows a double
wedge structure where the wave emitted by the transmitter
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Fig� ��� Overall attenuation for the double wedge of Fig� �� at
grazing incidence and observation aspects� Results for � � 
 are
shown in ��� for soft boundary and 	� for hard boundary� � �
�� j is considered in � for soft boundary whereas �� represents
the hard boundary case�

is impinging at almost grazing incidence on Q� the receiver
is kept at a constant horizontal distance from P while its
height is varied in such a way that Rx moves from A to B at
small increments of 	�� each� All surfaces have the same
value of normalized impedance and the computed results
for both � �  and � � �� j are shown in Fig� �� for both
cases of soft and hard boundary� The results are clearly
continuous and this is an important check to validate the
algorithm for more complex situations� One should also
note that when a second order di�raction coe
cient is in�
volved� not only the direct ray such as Tx � Q� P � Rx

of Fig� �� must be considered� but also Tx � P � Q� Rx�
as shown in Fig� ��� This is done to properly account for
the correct �eld contributions and� therefore� the ray trac�
ing algorithm must provide both kinds of trajectories�

Tx Rx

Q P

Q P
Tx Rx

Fig� ��� Paths for second order di�raction�

VII� Validation of the two�dimensional

simulator

In order to validate the two�dimensional simulator� its
prediction is compared �rst with a di�erent method based
on the use of the parabolic equation� then with �eld mea�
surements and �nally with the method of Zhang� The ge�
ometry under exam is shown in Fig� ��� which shows an
urban environment consisting of two pec rectangular build�
ings that have exactly the same height and are located on
a pec terrain�
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Fig� ��� Geometry for the comparison between the two�dimensional
simulator and the parabolic equation method�

The building to the left is illuminated by a transmit�
ter located below the common rooftop height� The re�
ceiver height is varied from values below� near and above
the buildings height� Because the two buildings have ex�
actly the same height� the �eld incident on C� after being
di�racted by the double wedge AB is in its transition re�
gion� The situation depicted in Fig� �� has been investi�
gated in ���	 using the parabolic equation method�
Fig� �� shows the normalized �eld �i�e� the �eld normal�

ized to the free space �eld� vs the receiver height� which is
measured downwards from the roof of the buildings� The
polarization is soft and the frequency is �� MHz� The con�
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Fig� ��� Normalized �eld versus downward height for the geometry
of Fig� ��� The continuous line represents the two�dimensional
simulator result� the dotted line is the result obtained from the
parabolic equation method as published in Fig� � of �	��� The
dashed line represents the normalized �eld computed using a �rst
order UTD ray�tracing approach�

tinuous line is the result of the two�dimensional simulator�
whereas the dotted line �taken from one of the curves that
appear in Fig� � of ���	� is the parabolic equation result� It
is apparent that the agreement between the two curves is
extremely good� When the receiver is located close to the
terrain �downward height 
 �m� there is an oscillation
that is due to� referring to Fig� ��� the interference between
the trajectory D � Rx with D � R � Rx� It is interest�
ing to observe that in the parabolic equation method per�
fectly absorbing vertical walls are assumed� Nevertheless�
the results are in perfect agreement� and this comparison
proves the advantage of using a second order UTD when
the di�racted �elds are in their transition region� In ad�
dition� as a further motivation for the use of second order
di�raction coe
cients� the dashed line of Fig� �� shows the
prediction based solely on the �rst order UTD� Referring
to Fig� ��� it is easy to understand that in Region I �LOS
between Tx and Rx� and in Region II �LOS between Tx
and Rx is obstructed only by the wedge A� the �rst order
UTD in in agreement with the other theories� However�
when Rx approaches Region III the di�raction coe
cient
for the di�raction at A vanishes and the �rst order UTD
theory gives an erroneous null �eld in Region III�
As a second validation� a comparison with actual �eld

measurements is now examined� The European commit�
tee COST ��� has published the results of many investi�
gations about wireless communications� In particular� in
��	 are reported the measurements for the environment of
Hj�rringvej� Denmark� which is reproduced in Fig� � and
is su
ciently uniform in the direction transverse to the one
of propagation to satisfy the two�dimensional assumption�
The measurements results are reproduced in Figures ��

and ��� together with the prediction of the two�dimensional
simulator and an integral equation �IE� method discussed
in ���	� In both cases� soft boundary and a frequency of

Fig� 	
� Geometry for the terrain in the area of Hj�rringvej� Den�
mark� as taken from Fig� ���� of �
�� This environment is fairly
uniform in the direction transverse to the one of propagation to
satisfy the two�dimensional assumption�

Fig� 	�� Comparison of the path�loss obtained for the pro�le of
Fig� 	
 with� measurements �line ��� two�dimensional simulator
�line 	�� and Integral Equation method �line �� A pec bound�
ary condition is assumed for the terrain in the two�dimensional
simulator�

��MHz have been considered� The di�erence between the
two �gures is in the boundary condition used by the two�
dimensional simulator to analyze the terrain pro�le�

In Fig� �� a perfect electric conductor �PEC� boundary
condition is applied � whereas in Fig� �� a perfectly absorb�
ing �ABS� boundary condition was used� In both cases�
there is good agreement between the two�dimensional sim�
ulator and the measurements� The mean error and the
standard deviations for both the two�dimensional simu�
lator and the integral equation method with respect to
the measurements are shown in Table I� Referring to Fig�
��� where a perfect electric conductor boundary condition
is used� the two�dimensional simulator tends to predict a
stronger path loss than the measurements� In particular�
for distance values between �m and �m� and between
��m and ��m the agreement with the measurements is
very close� Referring to Fig� ��� where a perfect absorbing
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Fig� 		� Comparison of the path�loss obtained for the pro�le of
Fig� 	
 with� measurements �line ��� two�dimensional simulator
�line 	�� and Integral Equation method �line �� A perfectly
absorbing boundary condition is assumed for the terrain in the
two�dimensional simulator�

TABLE I

Mean error and standard deviation

Mean Error Standard Deviation
simulator ��� �dB� ��� �dB�
�PEC�

simulator ��� �dB� ���� �dB�
�ABS�

IE Method ��� �dB� ���� �dB�

boundary condition is used� the two�dimensional simulator
predicts a stronger path loss for distances below �m�
with a very close agreement between �m and �m�
A comparison of the two�dimensional simulator results for
the two di�erent boundary conditions suggests that the
perfect electric conductor boundary condition provides a
closer overall agreement for the terrain pro�le of Fig� ��
Since for both boundary conditions the two�dimensional
simulator provides a stronger path loss than the actual
measurements� this suggests that there may be additional
contributions that are not included in the vertical plane
trajectories� Therefore� in the case of an actual three�
dimensional environment� the prediction obtained with this
simulator should provide a worst case path loss estimate�
As a �nal comparison� the two�dimensional simulator is
compared with Zhang�s method� described in ��	� Zhang�s
method applies to the geometry shown in Fig� ��� where
an urban environment consisting of parallel rows of build�
ings is simpli�ed using parallel rows of perfectly conducting
knife edges� The geometry of Fig� �� is such that the trans�
mitter is always above the rooftops height and the receiver
is always in an obstructed area� The comparison is carried
out by computing the total electric �eld at the receiver�
while the receiver moves horizontally and dr measures its
distance from the knife edge to its left� The total �eld is

Fig� 	� Geometry for the simpli�ed urban environment�

calculated assuming an isotropic source with transmitted
power Pt � �W and vertical polarization� Fig� �� shows the
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Fig� 	�� Comparison between the two�dimensional simulator �solid
line� and Zhang�s method �dashed line� for the simpli�ed geom�
etry of Fig� 	� The values used in the computation are� f �
	����GHz� ht � �
m� d � �
m� dt � �
	
m� �
 � dr � �
m�
hr � ���m� hb � �
m� �r � �� dr varies at increments of 
��m�
which corresponds to ����

total electric �eld at the receiver versus the distance dr for
the case of transmitter height ht � �m� spacing between
the knife edges w � �m� building height hb � �m� num�
ber of knife edges between the transmitter and the receiver
n � ��� frequency f � �����GHz� For this case� the slope of
the path Tx � D corresponds to an angle � � ������ The
solid line represents the two�dimensional simulator result
and the dashed line is Zhang�s prediction� For the simpli�
�ed geometry under examination� there is good agreement
between the two predictions� In fact� the mean di�erence
between the curves is ���dB and the standard deviation
is ��� dB� This agreement is more apparent when one com�
pares the averages of the local values of Fig� ��� In fact�
in Fig� ��� the di�erence between the average values of
the two predictions never exceeds � dB� The local aver�
ages are computed from the data shown in Fig� �� by
replacing the local �eld magnitude jE�xi�j with the mean
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of the values jE�xi�j �j chosen within a window centered at
xi and with half�width �m� for a frequency of �����GHz
this is equivalent to an average over ��	� The values of
Fig� �� were computed by varying the distance dr from �m
to �m at increments of ��m� which corresponds to ���	�
The boundary conditions for the two�dimensional simula�
tor were chosen to resemble as much as possible Zhang�s
method� Therefore� a re�ection coe
cient R �  was in�
troduced everywhere to avoid contributions from rays re�
�ected from the ground level� All knife edges are perfect
electric conductors and the knife edge to the right of Rx

in Fig� �� has a re�ection coe
cient computed assuming
a dielectric material with �r � � �see ��	�� The �eld com�
puted by the two�dimensional simulator is multiplied by a
factor 	��� where 	 is the wavelength� so that the inci�
dent �eld given by Equation ��� is equivalent to the one
used by Zhang� Because of the exact agreement between
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Fig� 	�� Comparison between the average values of the two�
dimensional simulator �solid line� and Zhang�s method �dashed
line��

the two�dimensional simulator and the parabolic equation
method� see Fig� ��� the close agreement with the mea�
surements in Hj�rringvej� and the agreement with Zhang�s
method we conclude that this two�dimensional simulator is
reliable in terms of providing path loss predictions for the
kind of two�dimensional environment described in Section
II�

VIII� Numerical Results

As an example of an actual application of the new simu�
lator� it has been applied to the pro�le cross section shown
in Fig� ��� The overall attenuation ��� was computed for a
receiver height varying from A to B at increments of 	���
Six di�erent conditions were examined and the results are
shown in Fig� ���
� Normalized surface impedance � �  for all the surfaces
for both hard and soft polarization� curves � and ��
� Normalized surface impedance � � � � j for all the sur�
faces for both hard and soft polarization� curves � and ��
� A composite situation with normalized surface impedance
� �  on the roofs of the buildings only �i�e� between L

and M� N and O� P and Q� S and T� and � � � � j on all
other surfaces for both soft an hard polarization� curves �
and ��
In the case of perfect electrical conductors� the hard po�

larization provides the lowest attenuation� followed by the
case in which only the roofs are perfect conductors� The
other four cases are quite similar� even though the polar�
ization conditions on the vertical walls are di�erent� This
suggests that the surface impedance that models the roof
of a building is an important parameter� as already pointed
out by these authors in ���	�
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Fig� 	�� City pro�le� height of Tx is �	� above ground�

IX� Conclusions

The advancement presented in this paper is the intro�
duction of an algorithm that is capable of analyzing an
arbitrary polygonal line pro�le� which is obtained by cut�
ting an urban environment along a vertical plane� The new
algorithm avoids restrictions usually present in other simu�
lators such as uniform height of buildings� uniform spacing
of buildings and �at terrain� A comparison with knife�edge
models explains the reasons why the latter may be a source
of errors for applications to urban environments� A com�
parison with the method of parabolic equation shows that
by using second order di�raction coe
cients the �elds com�
puted for antenna heights below� near� and above rooftops
are correct� It is important to stress that the use of a
second order di�raction coe
cient is not merely a mat�
ter of using a more accurate mathematical formulation�
but is necessary to avoid �eld discontinuities across optical
boundaries� It should be noted that a di�erent attempt
to avoid such discontinuities was made using physical op�
tics in ��	 or slope di�raction in ���	� The overall ray
tracing algorithm has to be properly designed to account
correctly for doubly di�racted rays �see Fig� ���� Another
feature of this simulator is the introduction of impedance
surface that allows the examination of a wider class of elec�
trical properties and not just the pec case� A comparison
of this two�dimensional simulator with �eld measurements
and Zhang�s method completes the proof of the validity of
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 1: η=0 on roofs and η=1+j elsewhere soft polarization
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Fig� 	�� Overall attenuation for the city pro�le of Fig� 	�� Curves 	 and � represent� respectively� soft and hard polarization when � � 
�
curves � and  represent soft and hard polarization when � � � � j� curves � and � represent soft and hard polarization when � � 
 on
the roofs only and � � � � j everywhere else�

this new method� Therefore� the limitations of this sim�
ulator are related to its two�dimensional nature� In sum�
mary� the salient feature of our work is the development of
a fully automated code which does not require any in�depth
knowledge of di�raction theory for its use� The only needed
information is the input data� polygonal geometry and di�
mensions� frequency of operation� electrical impedance of
each surface� and locations of transmitter and receiver�
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